RECENT DOE RELATED NEWS CLIPPINGS:
Department of Energy attempts cover-up and whitewash of the most ...
cached

2 days ago ... Department of Energy attempts cover-up and whitewash of the most criminally corrupt
program in U.S. history!
google
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2016/01/27/18782291.php

Department of Energy is awfully defensive over ‘failed’ green car programs
cached

The U.S. Department of Energy last week announced more than $58 million in ...
https://t.co/XfJSLZX60x Judicial Watch likened the new program to miserable failures like Fisker
Automotive, the “fly-by-night electric car company … that shut down ...
bing news
http://twitchy.com/2016/01/25/departme[...]ensive-over-failed-green-car-programs/

Warren Demands Tough Criminal Action Against Corporate Scofflaws
cached

Bernie Sanders of Vermont, Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts and other prominent liberal lawmakers
is that the Justice Department, the Securities and Exchange Commission and other federal regulators
have treated Wall Street executives with kid gloves ...
google news
http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/2016/01/[...]nal-Action-against-Corporate-Scofflaws

Gov. Nikki Haley asks state attorney general to sue Energy Department over MOX project
cached

COLUMBIA — Gov. Nikki Haley on Tuesday moved forward with her threat to sue the U.S.
Department of Energy for the agency’s failure to meet a Jan. 1 nuclear fuel deadline, asking South
Carolina’s top prosecutor to pursue litigation and collection of $1 million daily fines. read more

yahoo news
http://chronicle.augusta.com/news/gove[...]ney-general-sue-energy-department-over

Gov. Nikki Haley asks state attorney general to sue Energy Department over MOX project
cached

COLUMBIA — Gov. Nikki Haley on Tuesday moved forward with her threat to sue the U.S.
Department of Energy for the agency’s failure to meet a Jan. 1 nuclear fuel deadline, asking South
Carolina’s top prosecutor to pursue litigation and collection of ...

South Carolina Governor will take legal steps against US Department of Energy
cached

WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 02: South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley addresses a
Newsmaker Luncheon at the National Press Club September 2, 2015 in Washington, DC. Governor
Haley spoke on 'Lessons from the New South.' (Photo by Alex ...
google news

http://www.lawyerherald.com/articles/2[...]ps-against-us-department-of-energy.htm
Gov. Haley asks SC prosecutor to sue feds over MOX project
cached

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Gov. Nikki Haley is seeking to sue the U.S. Department of Energy for the agency's
failure to meet a Jan. 1 nuclear fuel deadline.
yahoo news
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/gov-[...]rosecutor-sue-feds-over-213204016.html

Nuclear Watch to sue over LANL cleanup problems
cached

Copyright © 2016 Albuquerque Journal SANTA FE – Nuclear Watch New Mexico on Wednesday put
the federal Department of Energy and the private contractor that manages Los Alamos National
Laboratory on official notice that it will file suit over the lab’s failure to meet cleanup goals established
in a legally binding 2005 consent order. The […]
yahoo news
http://www.abqjournal.com/709455/news/[...]-clean-up-deadlines-at-los-alamos.html
The Challenger Disaster: A Case of Subjective Engineering
cached

Worst failure: In the January 1986 Challenger accident ... The INSRP (which consisted of
representatives of NASA as the launching agency, the Department of Energy, which manages nuclear
devices, and the Department of Defense, whose Air Force manages ...
bing news
http://spectrum.ieee.org/aerospace/spa[...]uttle-a-case-of-subjective-engineering

Watchdog Plans Lawsuit Over Lack of Los Alamos Cleanup
cached

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - Nuclear Watch New Mexico has put the federal government and the Los
Alamos National Laboratory on notice that it plans to sue over what it contends is the failure to clean ...
The U.S. Department of Energy declined to comment on the ...
Obama Spends How Much On This Failed Car Program?
cached

The experimental program is known as Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM) and
it's one of the president's many disastrous green-energy investments. The public funds are funneled
through the Department of Energy (DOE), which is ...
google news
http://www.libertynewsnow.com/obama-sp[...]on-this-failed-car-program/article3333

Nikki Haley Sues Energy Department For $1 Million A Day Over Nuclear Waste
cached

Nikki Haley outlined a lawsuit against the Department of Energy (DOE) Tuesday for $1 million in
daily fines after the agency failed to meet a Jan. 1 legal deadline to complete a program which was
supposed to turn nuclear waste into fuel.
Exelon Appoints Nancy L. Gioia To Board Of Directors
cached

vehicle programs and value chain strategies as well as assessing the economic, social and
environmental impacts including consumer insights and acceptance. She worked closely with the
Edison Electric Institute, the U.S. Department of Energy and the ...
Obama-backed green energy failures leave taxpayers with $2.2 billion tab ...
cached

Nearly $1 billion in loans have already defaulted under the Energy Department program, which
included the infamous Solyndra stimulus project and dozens of other green technology programs the
Obama administration has approved, totaling nearly about $30 ...
google news
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/20[...]rgy-failures-leave-taxpayers/?page=all

The Dark Side of Clean Energy in Mexico
cached

Neither of the two notices the sound of our car as we arrive "because of the wind turbines ... To let me
live as I did beforehand." The US Department of Energy and the US Agency for International
Development (USAID), with the justification to help ...
bing news
http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/346[...]he-dark-side-of-clean-energy-in-mexico

Congress should probe Energy's national laboratory
cached

It is time for Congress to again become involved in examining management's behavior at Department
of Energy's (DOE) Sandia National Laboratories located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. ... Through
years of involvement and sixteen letters to the Secretary ...
google news
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog[...]ould-probe-energys-national-laboratory
Using Anti-Corruption Laws to Address Overseas Security Threats
cached

Moreover, firms must be wary that questionable transactions that appear to be about corruption and
money may actually ... DOJ accusing him of diverting $9 million that the U.S. Department of Energy
gave to Russia to improve its nuclear security.
bing news
http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/home/[...]code=1398904863762&curindex=1&back=GLN
The Democrats’ green energy dream is becoming their nightmare
cached

A little corruption at taxpayer expense is the cost of doing green ... “[Energy Secretary Ernest] Moniz
points to a small company called Beacon Power as an example. It got an Energy Department loan, went

bankrupt and defaulted on about $14 million ...
bing news
http://hotair.com/archives/2015/02/15/[...]rgy-dream-is-becoming-their-nightmare/

Obama’s Electric Vehicle Loans Program is a Failure
cached

All five ATVM recipients, awarded a total of $8.4 billion of taxpayer-backed financing under the
Recovery Act, have earned derision to some degree. Most fit into the already much-ridiculed electric
vehicles program. VPG was funded to produce wheelchair ...
bing news
http://blog.heartland.org/2013/05/obam[...]ic-vehicle-loans-program-is-a-failure/
Alcoa Gets First Loan From Energy Dept. Program— But Doesn't Need It
cached

“The Department's ATVM loan program can play an important role in helping to finance expanded
domestic manufacturing of fuel-efficient technologies that will support the next generation of advanced
vehicles and protect the environment by reducing ...
google news
http://nlpc.org/stories/2015/03/30/fir[...]rogram-goes-corporation-doesnt-need-it
Department of Energy is awfully defensive over ‘failed’ green car programs
The U.S. Department of Energy last week announced more than $58 million in funding for an
experimental initiative supporting the domestic automobile industry called Advanced Technology
Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM). Judicial Watch wasn’t as thrilled ...
Twitchy · 1/26/2016
SOTU: Obama wants the best of both worlds – Moniz, DOE to talk up Obama agenda – Begich
distances from Obama
Andrew Restuccia and Darius Dixon have the policy story for Pros: http://politico.pro ... officials at
DOE and elsewhere are hitting the road in the coming weeks to talk up Obama’s agenda. Energy
Secretary Ernest Moniz on Friday will visit the Thomas ...
Politico · ByAndrew Glass · 1/25/2016
Moniz Defends Controversial DOE Loans
Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz defended the controversial Department of Energy loan program that
has cost taxpayers billions on Monday. Moniz said at the Energy Information Administration
conference that the administration had no intention of …
The Washington Free Beacon · 6/17/2013
Lawmakers meet to restructure troubled Energy Department

First up Thursday was Energy Department Director Michael Kaplan ... "If it leads us to overt
corruption and favoritism, I think folks need to be prosecuted." Beyer and Holvey agreed there was
room for the committee to …
OregonLive · ByTed Sickinger · 1/15/2016
When government forgets it is ‘of… by… and for the people,’ it goes underground

They enjoyed strong support in their position from the US Dept of Energy, who regularly channeled
all kinds ... if they find government corruption or misconduct, or in other words, to cut down on
unnecessary secrecy. In …
southoldlocal.com · 1/18/2016
Another example of the Green Energy scam and corruption
Our Founding Fathers foresaw this corruption ... Department of Defense (DOD) paid Solazyme $149
per gallon for fuel made of algal oil, costing taxpayers a total of $223,500 in 2009. The group also
received a $21 million stimulus grant from Department of ...
Beaufort Observer ·
Senator Harry Reid’s Part in Green-Energy Crony-Corruption
So far our chronicle of the green-energy crony-corruption story, has focused primarily on the
connections the players have to President Obama. This chapter stars Senator Harry Reid. When
looking ... as well as “special” Department of Interior treatment.
Forget Vegas, Nevada is now about Reno and lithium
It is no coincidence that Nevada is rich in lithium and that Tesla had stated that it wanted to source raw
materials locally—not to mention that Nevada is the site of the only producing lithium mine in
North ... philanthropist Frank Giustra, who is ...
Mining · 10/29/2015
Fueling the Future: Lithium X Launches on the TSXV
Paul Matysek's track record as a mining company builder and shareholder wealth creator put him at the
top of our list. I am excited to learn from him and work closely with him in growing this venture.
Lithium X co-founder Frank Giustra and I are incredibly ...
Yahoo Finance · 11/30/2015
The Reno 411 on Lithium
It is no coincidence that Nevada is rich in lithium and that Tesla had stated that it wanted to source raw
materials locally—not to mention that Nevada is the site of the only producing lithium mine in

North ... philanthropist Frank Giustra, who is ...
Economy Watch · 10/29/2015
Forget Vegas, Nevada is Now About Reno and Lithium
But even more than this, Nevada is a mining-friendly state ... In fact, the south western Nevada lithium
space has even recently attracted the attention of well-known investor and philanthropist Frank
Giustra, who is not only a financier, but also the ...
The Huffington Post · 10/28/2015
Tesla Gigafactory Sparks A Huge Resurgence
It is no coincidence that Nevada is rich in lithium and that Tesla had stated that it wanted to source raw
materials locally—not to mention that Nevada is the site of the only producing lithium mine in
North ... philanthropist Frank Giustra, who is ...
Value Walk · 10/29/2015
The -ium metals mining Corruption are the dirtiest schemes in politics
“Frank Giustra…a mining financier, has donated $31.3 million to the foundation run by former
President Bill Clinton…” “Since uranium is considered a strategic asset, with implications for national
security, the deal [to sell Uranium One to Putin ...
Indy Bay · 1 day ago
The billionaire linked to the 'Clinton Cash' scandals once said something amazing about doing business
with Bill Clinton
Billionaire Canadian mining executive Frank Giustra is at the center of a blockbuster series of New
York Times reports that raise troubling questions about the finances of the Bill, Hillary, & Chelsea
Clinton Foundation. One of the stories detailed how a ...
The Business Insider · 4/24/2015
Meet Frank Giustra, Mining Magnate and Clinton Chum
The name Frank Giustra may not ring any bells with those outside the international mining industry,
but Thursday’s New York Times brings Giustra (pictured with Clinton) out of relative obscurity into
sharp focus with its startling report about the ...
Truthdig · ByGore Vidal ·
Frank Giustra on the Road in Colombia
Mining stocks have fallen so far that Giustra, one of the most successful market timers in the precious
metals sector, has begun to sell his bullion position in favor of the gold miners. When an investor with
a track record like Frank Giustra’s makes a ...
MiningFeeds ·
Timeline: Bill Clinton’s Trip to Kazakhstan Followed by Windfall for Clinton Foundation
Former President Bill Clinton appears to have played a role in helping mining magnate Frank Giustra
enter into a lucrative uranium mining deal with Kazakhstan. That deal, and the ones that followed,
coincided with generous donations to the Clinton Foundation.
Breitbart News · ByJohn Sexton ·

Former US Secretary Of Energy Steven Chu Joins Amprius Board
The lithium-ion battery company, a Stanford University spinoff, recently landed $30 million in Series
C funding. Adding former US Secretary of Energy Steven Chu to the board of directors is clearly
another positive step forward. Here’s the full ...
CleanTechnica · ByZachary Shahan ·
Former Energy Secretary Joins Board of Stimulus Recipient
Former Energy Secretary Steven Chu will join the board of a company that got millions of dollars
from the Department of Energy during Chu’s tenure and is backed by some of the nation’s most
politically connected investors. Lithium ion battery manufactu ..

